A MANUFACTURING BOTTLENECK CASE STUDY TROUGH THE THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS AND COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION OF THE PROPOSED BOTTLENECK SOLUTION

ABSTRACT

In 2016, the Brazilian pet industry had revenue of R$ 18.9 billion and ranked third place worldwide. Thus, it is a sector that is always looking for enhancements in its productivity levels. Based on the previous statements, a case study was conducted in a selected company of the pet care business, with the goal to augment its monthly revenue, identify the bottleneck that impedes reaching this goal, and proposed solutions to bring the production and loading fluxes of merchandise to its optimal state, making the company’s revenue also optimal. The classical tools of the theory of constraints were used in this analysis. The first step was to obtain the undesirable effects of the process to define the bottleneck. After that, some injections were proposed as solutions to eliminate the undesirable effects and bring the production and loading model of the company to its full state. Finally, by means of a computational tool, the current situation of the company (with the bottleneck), and the situation in a virtual state (without the bottleneck) were simulated and compared, showing the potential of the found solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the Brazilian pet industry product association (ABINPET), Brazil has the second largest population of dogs, cats, and ornamental and singing birds in the world; the country is ranked in the third position when it comes to revenue in this same market. The productive chain related to the pet sector in Brazil had revenue of R$18.9 billion (US$5.7 billion) in 2016, of which 67.5% correspond to animal food (ABINPET, 2016).

Because of its size, the Brazilian pet market has several companies, represented by international and national capital acting as players in its productive chain with goals of not only augmenting their market share but also making their production and distribution processes more efficient and profitable.

In this context, one company of the sector was selected to be study-object of a case study involving the application of the Theory of Constraints (TOC). This study aimed to find out solutions to problems that did not allow the production and distribution fluxes to be optimal at the selected company. After the TOC methodology was applied, simulations were made to test its outputs.

Before making any sort of study regarding the TOC, it is indispensable that a goal is established for a systematic application of the method associated with the theory. In this case study, the established goal was to increase the company’s revenue at the end of each month, giving the fact that the quantity of orders made by the company clients increases tremendously and the challenge of loading the loads associated with these orders becomes much bigger. In these periods, the loading process faces two major problems; first, the availability of the products when a client’s truck to be loaded arrives at the company’s distribution center; and second, the agility of the loading process.

This work aims to register the data collected at the company where this case study has been applied, to present the results obtained by the application of the TOC’s method and finally to present a computational simulation of the obtained results to evaluate their effectiveness.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this case-study, a goal has been set: increasing the company’s revenue at the end of each month. The TOC theory was selected to find the main constraint that did not allow attaining the goal. In the TOC thinking, the activities planning, execution and control should be done through the Constraint Management paradigm by means of a Continuous Improvement Methodology.

Considering a core goal and one identified constraint impeding this goal achievement, the objective of the methodology of the theory of constraints is to act on the constraint that is impeding the system to achieve this core goal (Santos et al., 2010).

The Israeli physicist Eliyahu Goldratt in the book “The Goal” has first proposed the Theory of Constraints in 1984. In the book, he has elucidated the theory that was conceived to bring improvements to the manufacturing environment, simplifying the amount of entry variables and using a standard method.

In this book, the authors write about five steps, known as the focusing steps that must be applied to implement the TOC methodology. They are: (1) locate the bottleneck(s); (2) create strategy on how to bring the bottleneck(s) efficiency to an optimal state; (3) adapt the other resources (i.e. the non-bottleneck resources) to the proposed strategy on step two, making them collaborate with the proposed strategy; (4) invest in additions to the system so the bottleneck would have more capacity; and (5) to prevent the system from going back to an inertial state the process must restart in a cyclic fashion (Goldratt et Cox, 2004).

Through this algorithm and with the application of the tools related to the TOC, a systematic approach can be applicable with the goal of eliminating production bottlenecks.

“A bottleneck is any resource whose capacity is equal to or less than the demand placed upon it” (Goldratt et Cox, 2004, p.145).

The TOC associated tools used in this case study are presented in the next section.

2.1 TOC associated tools

Goldratt et Cox (2004) have stated that company managers must be able to answer three questions to deal with constraints. ‘What to change?’; ‘what to change to?’ and ‘how to cause the change?’.

In order to answer these three questions and following Cox et Schleir (2013) orientations, three diagrams will be applied in this case study. Those diagrams correspond to classical TOC tools: Current reality tree (CRT), the cloud and injection tool (CIT) and the future reality tree (FRT).

Those tools provide valuable insights in terms of what is to be done to achieve a system goal as well as eliminate traditional problems that usually come along when this kind of analysis is made.
Table 1 and 2 show the functions of each of those tools as well as usual problems that are solved when they are applied respectively.

The tools presented in this work are part of the toolset known as Thinking Process (TP) tools. Tables 1 and 2 contain important definitions regarding their usage in this study.

According to Watson et al. (2006), the thinking process tools (TP tools) provide support (rather than exclusion) to other methodologies that can be applied in the context of project management.

The identification of the system’s main problem is the first step of the thinking process; this step is implemented by utilizing the CRT (Watson et al., 2007).

### Table 1. TOC tools, function and benefit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>Promotes basis for the understanding of complex systems; identifies undesirable effects (UEs); relates the UEs with their root causes by logic of cause and effect; identifies, when possible, a root problem (RP) that eventually produces 70% or more of the system’s UEs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT</td>
<td>Confirms the existence of the conflict; identifies the conflict that makes the bigger problem perpetual; creates solutions so that both sides win.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRT</td>
<td>Allows effective tests of new ideas before compromising resources on the implementation; determines if the changing proposed system, in fact, will produce the desired effects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled from Cogan (2007)

### Table 2. TOC tool, usual problem solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Usual problem solved by application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>Absence or agreement regarding which problem is the main one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT</td>
<td>Disagreements about the solution(s) approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRT</td>
<td>Affirmations that the proposed solution does not solve the problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled from Bergland (2016)

### 2.2 Computational simulation tool

The simulation process can be understood as an attempt to understand an object of study looking at its peculiarities in different levels of abstraction detailing it, and transforming them into a computational model.

“Simulation is a numerical technique for performing experiments on a digital computer, making use of graphics, animation and other technological devices, that involves certain types of mathematical and logical models that describe the behavior of a system (or any of its components) during a particular time” (De La Mota et al., 2017, p.2).

The main idea of modeling is to solve problems that already exist in the real world. The models that are created are always less detailed than the original systems (that exist physically) on which the models are inspired; the modeler has to decide which parts of the system have to be included in the model and which ones not. Modeling is used in situations where tests of possible scenarios are to be carried out because direct changes in the physical system might be too expensive or too difficult (Grigoriev, 2016).

The selected tool for project modeling and simulation was the software called Anylogic® developed by The Anylogic Company. The software is a multi-paradigm tool that supports modeling and simulations based on agents, discrete events and system dynamics.

The three different simulation paradigms differ basically on their abstraction levels, which means that the models can be more or less detailed. The system dynamics paradigm provides models with the highest levels of abstraction and this kind of models is usually applied in strategic situations. Discrete event models are usually applied in situations with low or medium levels of abstraction. Between the previous two modes of modeling there are agent-based models. Such types of model can vary widely in terms of abstraction level, varying from reality-precise models to very generic ones (Grigoriev, 2016). Figure 1 demonstrates the differences between the three paradigms.

Two areas can be cited as the common fields that use the DES approach of simulation; they are manufacturing and logistics (Rangel et al., 2016). Given the nature of the problem that involves both manufacturing and logistic areas of the company in this work, simulations were made using the discrete event simulation paradigm (DES).

Computational DES was introduced in the second half of the last century as an important analysis tool for decision support. In 1961, IBM engineer Geoffrey Gordon introduced GPSS, considered to be the first software implementation of the discrete event modeling method (Grigoriev, 2016).

DES is characterized as a type of simulation that has changes that occur in a system at specific stages of the simulation time. These changes are responsible for altering the state of the corresponding system as a whole. The DES paradigm of simulation opposes to the continuous-time simulation modeling paradigm, in the continuous paradigm the system can usually be modeled through differential equations (Loper, 2015).
The most important elements of a DES model are: (1) entities that are elements that move in a block network - these entities can perform activities, be delayed and utilize resources; (2) queues that correspond to regions where entities are delayed so that they can after perform a task; (3) activities that are tasks that can be developed by the entities; and (4) resources that are attributes that entities must have in order to develop some tasks (Brailsford et al., 2014).

3. TOC METHODOLOGY APPLICATION

A survey was made with the targeted company employees that worked directly or indirectly to the product assembly or expedition. The considerations of the survey regarded the case of the most complex product assembly (the one that had more assembly stages in the production line). The questions made on the survey aimed to identify the undesirable effects (UEs) of both production and expedition sectors of the company, which were considered the bottleneck to reaching the settled goal.

Eleven (11) UEs were considered in the survey, all being candidates to be the bottleneck of the production and expedition fluxes. The effects were classified according to how much they affected attainment of the goal. Each interviewee attributed a score for each effect; the Likert scale was used as tool for the implementation of the survey. In the case of an effect receiving one as score, it meant that the effect was considered one of great impact in the attainment of the goal, and if the effect received a score of five, it meant that this effect was not relevant when it came to the achievement of the goal.

Table 3 shows the list of effects and their final score after being statistically treated considering the variable scores that were attributed to each effect by each interviewee.

Table 3 shows that the effect that got the lowest score (and therefore considered the most relevant effect), responsible for more than 70% of the UEs, was UE1. Based on this effect, the CRT was built and is shown in Figure 2.
Table 4 provides a detailed explanation of the CRT, elucidating the interactions between the undesirable effects, using cause and effect logic, meaning that one effect or the interaction between two or more effects can generate another effect.

Figure 2. CRT regarding the UEs of the manufacturing and expedition system of the company
Source: The authors’ own.

The CIT of the root UE is shown in Figure 3, the injection obtained through the analysis of the undesirable effect will be the entry variable for the creation of the FRT.

Figure 3 shows that the goal attainment has two requirements: The first one is that the recommendations of the company’s directive board and financial department are respected, the second one is that the storage and loading areas are increased, creating more space for merchandise to be loaded as well as making the loading process more agile, thus decreasing the truck line at the final periods of each month when there is accumulation of orders.

When the pre-requirements of both requirements are analyzed, it is noticeable that there is a conflict, given the fact that to meet the first proposed requirement (requirement B), the company’s board orientations must be followed, and the recommendation in this case was that there would be no funds to build a new storage and loading area; however, the pre-requirement of requirement C was exactly that a fund had to be raised in order to build such area.

With the intention of finding a solution to the conflict, where the interests of both parts are met, then by eliminating wrong assumptions and ensuring that the root EI is eliminated respecting both established requirements, an injection was proposed and was stated as: rent of a commercial shed that would generate a low economic impact and augmentation of the available total area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Cause effects relationships illustrated in the CRT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cause – effect relationships CRT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is UE1, “Inability to load a truck as soon as it arrives in the company due to queues, unexpected arrivals order or absence of merchandise in storage” and there is UE2, “Slowness of the loading process (too many manual procedures that could be automated)”, then UE6, “The loading could not be done in the scheduled day (with the need to pay for trucker to stay in a hotel)” manifests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is UE1, “Inability to load a truck as soon as it arrives in the company due to queues, unexpected arrivals order or absence of merchandise in storage” or there is UE5, “Production Slowness for tight schedule orders made in the critical period (end of every month)” or UE4, “Absence of feedstock for tight schedule orders made in the critical period (end of every month)”, then UE3, “Indetermination of expedition priorities (questions regarding which orders should load first)” manifests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is UE1, “Inability to load a truck as soon as it arrives in the company due to queues, unexpected arrivals order or absence of merchandise in storage” then UE2, “Slowness of the loading process (too many manual procedures that could be automated)” occurs, and finally, UE11, “Bad product handling in both production and expedition process leading to losses” manifests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is UE10, “Load of defective products” or there is UE11, “Bad product handling in both production and expedition process leading to losses”, then UE7, “Orders incorrectly loaded (items swapped or mistakes in quantities of items)” manifests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is UE1, “Inability to load a truck as soon as it arrives in the company due to queues, unexpected arrivals order or absence of merchandise in storage”, or there is UE7, “Orders incorrectly loaded (items swapped or mistakes in quantities of items)”, then UE8, “Need of rehiring a new shipping truck company” manifests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is UE7, “Orders incorrectly loaded (items swapped or mistakes in quantities of items)” or there is UE3, “Indetermination of expedition priorities (questions regarding which orders should load first)”, then UE9, “Orders of lower aggregated value being loaded before other ones that are more profitable” occurs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors’ own.

Figure 4 shows a table with the Desired Effects (DE) that are obtained when the UEs are eliminated, to perform such transformation injections are needed (one central injection derived from the CIT resolution that acts on the root UE, and four others that were considered necessary to eliminate some of the non-root UEs). With the application of all injections in the CRT, the FRT is obtained and shown in Figure 4.

The FRT corresponds to an optimal state for both expedition and manufacturing facilities, representing in this case study a virtual scenario where all the problems that occur at the end of every month that come from the accumulations of orders by the company clients are eliminated.
Requirement C

Argument the storage/loading areas.

Rent of a commercial shed that would generate a low economic impact and augmentation of the available total area.

Goal A

Speed up the loading process.

Requirement B

Follow the board and financial department

Pre Requirement D

Absence of funds to build.

Conflict

Pre requirement not D

With the identification of the root UE and the definition of the needed injection associated with this UE, two simulation models have been created, using the Anylogic® simulation software: The first one (S1) brought the current state of the expedition system of the company and the second one (S2) showed the aimed state of the expedition system of the company, after injection one was applied.

4. MODEL SIMULATION

The created environment for the simulation (plant) of the model, after injection 1, is shown both in two-dimensional (2-D) and in three-dimensional (3-D) perspectives in Figures 5 and 6. The environment for the simulation model before the injection (current state) is similar to the one shown in Figure 5 as a 2-D perspective, the only difference being that, it does not have the rectangle in the right part (the one that has only one spot).
The plants are used to simulate the trucks loading process, giving consideration to loading times, slowness in the lines that are formed previous to the entrance (represented by the letter “E” in Figure 5), the selection of the ideal spot (considering the possible options in each simulation model), maneuver times of the trucks, month period of the simulation, day of the week, time of the day, and limit “patience-time” of a trucker before giving-up loading.

Considering the UE1, a supplementary area of loading and unloading would bring improvements to the current problem. The DE8 and DE9 represent measurable quantities that are going to be evaluated directly in simulation. The resolutions that come after the specific case of DE8 are unfolded into two different possibilities: The settling of a new contract (what happens in most cases) or the loss of the sale due to client’s desistence (what generates a considerable loss of both value and volume). The occurrence probability of both cases has been estimated and it is considered in the simulations.

Figure 7 shows the blocks used to make the simulation model of the after-injection state at the company; the used entities are trucks that enter, are loaded and leave the expedition area of the factory. The three flux ramifications correspond to the three spot places available at the company’s truck parking lot.

In Figure 7, a new entity is created at the block “New_truck”, the entity stays a variable time in the entrance line given by triangular probabilistic distribution (TPR), after that, it goes to the entry point where it stays in the line for a period given by another TPR. If it stays there for a too long period time it abandons the flux throughout the block “Too_much_wait”.

If the entity does not abandon execution, the entity enters the select output area where, if the entry time of the entity is in the expedition working hours range, the entity goes to one ramification where it will be loaded and leave the simulation (through one of the exit blocks). If the entry hour of the entity is not in the expedition working hours range, the entity goes to another ramification where it will be left in the area (through another exit block).
range, the entity will abandon the simulation without being loaded through the block “Too_late”.

Code in Java language was used (see appendix) to provide logic to the processes that occur in the simulation time. Four cyclic temporal events also take place in the simulation and are responsible for several tasks, such as changing the entities intensity flux, updating execution variables and making calculations regarding the update of such variables. The two simulation models have the same cyclic temporal events with identical codes.

The first event is responsible for changing the flux magnitude depending on the month period, this event occurs daily (except on Sundays), in a cyclic way, it injects trucks from 6:01 to 16:01 in simulation time at each hour and forty minutes in different intensities, depending on the month period.

The second event analyses whether the expedition employees are working on extra hours. That event also occurs in a cyclic fashion at each minute of the simulation and verifies if there is activity in the penultimate blocks of the simulation.

The third event updates the output variables of the simulation and resets daily control variables associated. The last event is used for taking samples of the line size; the samples were taken at each hour of simulation.

To provide a much more detailed explanation of the simulations, and to show the discrete event simulations in real time, two videos have been recorded. The links (paths), of the recorded videos for the worldwide computer network (internet) are given below; the password to get access to their content is the same in both the cases: “Bjopm2017“, with URLs:


4.1 Simulation results

After the creation of the blocks and code insertion, the two simulation models were executed (five hundred and five times each, considering the stochastic nature of the modeled system), and the results of the medium readings of the output variables of all the simulation executions after one month (in simulation time) are shown in Table 5.

With the interest of testing the convergence of the five hundred and five results (obtained for each variable) on each simulation and following Freitas Filho (2008) orientations, confidence intervals were measured for the variables of the earned value, loaded volume and total loss of the system and a precision level was set as five per cent, for each of those variables, meaning that, if the confidence intervals represented five per cent or less of the arithmetic mean value of these variables, no further simulations are required.

The output variables are presented one by one and their final mean values in the first and second simulations for a period of one month in simulation time. All the variables are initialized in the beginning of each simulation with zero value; the length of a month simulation is equal to 31 days. To guarantee the confidentiality of the gathered data, the units used for volume and money revenue measurements are named as reference expressions VALU (value unit) and VOLU (volume units); those units do not correspond to any standard unit system.

Once all simulations were concluded, a quotation for a shed rent value was made. Rental costs, along with the maintenance expenditures, energy supply, transportation of loads between the storage units, and expenses with the hiring of new employees have represented fewer losses when compared to the first simulation losses.
Table 5. Comparisons between variables outputs (using arithmetic means of all executions) in the two created simulation models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variable’s Description</th>
<th>Value in S1</th>
<th>Value in S2</th>
<th>Unity</th>
<th>S2/S1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>Number of days simulated</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>Number of loaded trucks</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extraHours</td>
<td>Number of extra hours</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extraHoursExpenses</td>
<td>Expenses from the extra hours</td>
<td>134,657</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>VALU</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotelDailies</td>
<td>Number of hotel dailies</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotelDailiesExpenses (Hde)</td>
<td>Daily hotel expenditures</td>
<td>73,295</td>
<td>8,562</td>
<td>VALU</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giveUps</td>
<td>Number of aborted loadings</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Qty</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>newContractExpenses (Nce)</td>
<td>Expenses derived from new shipping contracts</td>
<td>171,538</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>VALU</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lostValue LV</td>
<td>Volume lost from aborted loads, without new contracts (lost sale)</td>
<td>1,020</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>VOLU</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totalLoss TL (Hde + Nce + Ehe)</td>
<td>Total money loss</td>
<td>379,490</td>
<td>8,562</td>
<td>VALU</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earnedValue EV</td>
<td>Total volume shipped</td>
<td>383,158,232</td>
<td>387,291,014</td>
<td>VALU</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loadedVolume</td>
<td>Total volume shipped</td>
<td>139,908</td>
<td>141,453</td>
<td>VOLU</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors’ own.

The precision levels obtained in the first simulation model were 0.07%, 0.07%, and 2.45% for the variables earned value, loaded volume and total loss, respectively, and 0.08%, 0.07% and 4.38% for the same variables in the second simulation model; therefore, the requirement of convergence was met and no more simulations were considered necessary.

For each simulation model, a chart was plotted regarding every truck that was loaded and total loading time in the line, those charts are presented in Figure 8 and are arithmetic means of the five hundred and five executions of each simulation model.

![Figure 8. Trucks loading time for each truck in simulation 1 (left) and simulation 2 (right). Source: The authors’ own.](image-url)

\[
CP = (EV_{S2} - TL_{S2}) - (EV_{S1} - TL_{S1}) - NS \quad (1)
\]

where,

- \(CP\): company’s profit [VALU]
- \(EV_{S2}\): Total earned value in simulation model 2 [VALU]
- \(TL_{S2}\): Total loss in simulation model 2 [VALU]
- \(EV_{S1}\): Total earned value in simulation model 1 [VALU]
- \(TL_{S1}\): Total loss in simulation model 1 [VALU]
- \(NS\): New shed monthly expenses [VALU]
In the first simulation, the maximum loading time (including the time spent in the trucks line) of a single truck was 340 minutes and the average loading time of the loaded trucks was 134 minutes. In simulation model 2, those values were 188 and 96 minutes, respectively.

Figure 9 represents the line size in the entrance of the expedition area. For each hour of simulation (in the critical simulation period that corresponds to the end of the analyzed month) one sample of the line’s size was taken with the intention to diagnose how many truckers were forming a line in both simulation models.

The values between samples were interpolated to generate a continuous chart. In the first simulation, the peak value of the trucks in the line was eighteen trucks, and the mean line size length was five trucks. Those values were eight and two in the second simulation, respectively. All results described (and presented on figure 9) are arithmetic mean results of the five hundred and five executions of each simulation model.

Figure 9. Line size at each hour of simulation for S1 (orange) and S2 (blue).

Source: The authors’ own

In figure 9 the long sample span (between samples 147 and 172) that has registered 0 as the value of trucks in both simulation models, corresponds to a Sunday in the simulations. Sunday is a day in which there are no workers in the loading area of the company and, therefore, there is no trucks injection in the simulation.

From Figures 8 and 9 and using the mean and peak values for each simulation model, it is clear that the rent of a new shed would represent a better scenario for the line of trucks.

5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The work contained in this document was developed, considering a pet care company that had a specific goal for its production and expedition sectors that was augmenting its availability of products in the final periods of each month for immediate shipping. The authors of this study have chosen a theory of the constraints combined with discrete event simulation analysis in order to generate solutions for the attainment of the company’s goal.

Aiming to verify the usage of this combined approach in other works, two searches were made in web databases. The conclusion of the research was that the combined approach of methodologies has not been applied frequently on management related discussions and, therefore, the solutions contained on this work hoped to deepen this type of discussion.

The development of the analysis was oriented firstly by the process of gathering data from within the company, a survey was made with employees and, after the results of the survey were obtained, the bottleneck that was a hindrance for the goal’s attainment was identified with the application of the theory of constraints tools.

The bottleneck identified in this case study was in the expedition sector of the targeted company. The conclusion of the application of the TOC methodology was that, although the company frequently has the products required by its clients (distributors) in the higher demand periods, these products often cannot be loaded in able time generating a revenue loss.

With the bottleneck identification and having information about the company’s infrastructure and processes’ sequence of its expedition sector it was possible to create a model that could represent the expedition sector and the procedures that were carried out in this part of the company.

After the models’ creations were made, simulations were done through Anylogic®, comparing the current scenario of the company and the virtual scenario posterior to the application of the central injection, which was proposed after the TOC analysis was made. It is shown that the latter scenario was proven to be more profitable and organic regarding the availability of products to be loaded when the demand intensifies as the last section of this work brought numerical comparisons between both scenarios showing the advantages of the second scenario.

Additional analyses were made in order to show the differences of truckers waiting times in the waiting lines of the company and the loading time duration span, those results were plotted in chart forms and have also showed clear advantages when the proposed modifications (corresponding to the second simulation model) were adopted.
The work has presented a practical analysis of a classical theory of production engineering; results have been gathered and discussed. The applied methodology is recursive and algorithmic, considering the ongoing improvements that most private capital company’s use today. Furthermore, the analysis can be reapplied looking for a constant refinement to the purpose of reaching the selected goal.
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APPENDIX

Java code for every event that occurs in the simulation.

Month period
/*commands for different month periods*/
//Last truck admission happens at 16:01
if(getMinute()<=2){
    //Injection of a new truck each hour and 40 minutes in the beginning of the month
    if( getHourOfDay()<=16 & getHourOfDay()>=6 & getDayOfWeek()=SUNDAY & getDayOfMonth()>=1 & getDayOfMonth()<=10)
        New_truck.inject(1);
    //Injection of 2 new trucks each hour and 40 minutes in the middle of the month
    if(getHourOfDay()<=16 & getHourOfDay()>=6 & getDayOfWeek()=SUNDAY & getDayOfMonth()>=11 & getDayOfMonth()<=22)
        New_truck.inject(2);
    //Injection of 8 new trucks each hour and 40 minutes in the end of the month
    if(getHourOfDay()<=16 & getHourOfDay()>=6 & getDayOfWeek()=SUNDAY & getDayOfMonth()>=23 & getDay-
Of Month() <= 31)
    New_truck.inject(8);
}

else {
    // Injection of a new truck each hour and 40 minutes in the beginning of the month
    if (getHourOfDay() <= 15 && getHourOfDay() >= 6 && getDayOfWeek() == SUNDAY && getDayOfMonth() >= 1 && getDayOfMonth() <= 10)
        New_truck.inject(1);

    // Injection of 2 new trucks each hour and 40 minutes in the middle of the month
    if (getHourOfDay() <= 15 && getHourOfDay() > 6 && getDayOfWeek() != SUNDAY && getDayOfMonth() >= 11 && getDayOfMonth() <= 22)
        New_truck.inject(2);

    // Injection of 8 new trucks each hour and 40 minutes in the end of the month
    if (getHourOfDay() <= 15 && getHourOfDay() >= 6 && getDayOfWeek() == SUNDAY && getDayOfMonth() >= 23 && getDayOfMonth() <= 31)
        New_truck.inject(8);
}

IsExtraHour

/* Commands for Extra hour*/

// tests ‘Extra hour control’ is different from current hour
if (Ehcontrol != getHourOfDay()) {
    // if it is an extra hour, and their still work going on an extra hour is charged
    if (getHourOfDay() > 18 && (Maneuver4.size() != 0 || Maneuver5.size() != 0 || Maneuver6.size() != 0 || Line_push.size() != 0))
    {
        extraHours++;
    }

    // Reinitialization of the control variable
    Ehcontrol = getHourOfDay();

    // Calculation of the extra hour expense for the company
    extraHoursExpenses = extraHours * 14400;
Day

/*Commands for a new day*/

//Variable for new Contractions
int rec;

//If there are hotel dailies
if(dayHoteldailies!=0){
  //Reinjection of a truck that could not be loaded
  New_truck.inject(dayHoteldailies);
  // update the dailies expenses
  hotelDailiesExpenses=hotelDailiesExpenses+dayHoteldailies*1200;
}

//hotel dailies of a new day is initialized
dayHoteldailies=0;

//Days count is incremented
days++;

//If have been give ups
if(daygiveUps!=0){
  // From 5 give -ups one sale is completely lost (estimate)
  int loss=0;
  int dayLostVolume;
  //loop trough the give ups of a day
  for( int i=0;i<daygiveUps;i++){
    Random rnd = new Random();
    /* random chance of 20% that one give-up will become
    a loss with no new contract*/
    int temp = rnd.nextInt(5);
    if (temp ==4){
      loss++;
    }
// inicializa rec
rec=daygiveUps-loss;

// Lost volume calculation, from lost sale
dayLostVolume=loss*(int)Math.round(triangular(12, 30, 18));
lostVolume=lostVolume+dayLostVolume*13;

// Lost value derived from Lost volume
lostValue=lostValue+dayLostVolume*(int)Math.round(triangular(31200, 39600, 36000));

// Expenses with new contracts
newContractExpenses=newContractExpenses+rec*10200;

// New contacts generate new truck injection in the system
New_truck.inject(rec);

// Calculation of total loss
totalLoss=newContractExpenses+loss+hotelDailiesExpenses+extraHoursExpenses;

// Reinitialization of day giveups
daygiveUps=0;

// Hours control is initialized
Ehcontrol=0;

// Line size collect
// Takes samples of the line size each hour
lineSize.add(Line_push.size());